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question
By icole ervice
editor-in-clz ieJ
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With more and more
rv being eli at d, it i time to fa
United tat i preparing for armed conflict.

ally? Does Suddam Hus ein
ha'e veapon of mas d truetion? I George W just trying
to bring cIo ure to his father'
unfinished bu iness? I this
about protection or economy,
terrorism or oil?
With 0 many unan wered
and perhap
unanswerable
question ,it i growing increasingly important for students to
be informed when it comes to
concerns about national foreign
policy.
"Considering that most students on this campus are of
military age, they need to

the reali

that tit

hopefully provide tudents
with som of tho e facts. It i
an opportunity for students,
CCU faculty and members of
the community to expre their
view and opinion on the hostility between
the United
State and the Republic of Iraq.
The discu ion will specificall
focu on the pos ibility of an
armed conflict between the two
countrie .
The afternoon se sion
begins at 3:30 in the Edward
College of Humanitie and
Fin e
Art s see Teach-In p_ AS

orne

rea n
point

put

Harmful
By Anne-Marie D'Onofrio
staff writer
Alcohol, nicotin , namoti -all are addictio
that are common! heard of and for whi on
can find treatmen
"I carry about thre tube of chap ·c with
me at any given moment," aid Lind
phomore. "I appl it probab ev ry 10 minut . If
I don't have it, I feel naked.
riou, I thin
I'd rather forget m pants. "
That cannot be health .
or cafSo what about th Intern t, chap

ill

ing?
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Good times and

good senses
By Jennifer Hall
for TIle Chanticleer
It goes without aying that

fas;ulty Concert
"David Bankston &.

Coa~tal

tudents
enjoy going out and having a good time in
MyrtJe Beach. Packed full of a wide range of
entertainment option from bar to club to
amu 'ement parks to movies, the choices are
endle when searching for fun at the bach.
However om time dang r i lurking when
least expected. When you go out for a night on
the town, how con ciou are you of your urrounding and possible threat? Maybe from
nm\' on, you will think twi e. Coastal tuden
need to be wary of potentially ri ky ituation.
gt. Ronnie Shelley with the Conway Police
Department aid ther
are a few important
pointer to 11 member to hav a afe night out in
Myrtle Beach. First, student hould alway go
out in group. Once arriving at your d tinaion, b sure to ta ' with the group and not wander away. It is very important to know where
your group of friends is at all times and have a
meeting point if you dccide to split up.
Next, Sgt. Shelley said that student should
be aware of their surroundings. Keep an eye
out for anything or anyone that may look uspicious. U e your instinc when it comes to
what you think is suspicious. Wouldn't you
rather be cautious and be wrong than not pay
attention and become a victim?
Finally, when walking or driving student
should sta' in well-lit areas and avoid dark
alley. Sgt. Shelley warned, "People lurk in dark
alleys to take advantage of you." Try to stay in
public places, where you are less likely to b a
victim of a crimc.
I is best advice: "expect the unexpected."
So if you are ever in an uncomfortable situation, get out of it if at all po sible. If attacked,
do not resist. Sgt. Shelley' word of advice
were "money isn't worth getting hurt or killed."
As the old aying goe ,material things can b
replaced but you can't.
Also you should do whatev r the attacker
ays. Avoid angering the attacker. Obviously
that per on i . not thinking clearly and probably
will hurt you if provoked. Th b t thing you
can do is get a good description of the a sailant,
including hair color, height, weight, and any
di tinguishing marks such a tattoos or cars,
and a good de cription of the vehicle and tag
number.
Of cour e these helpful hints will not always
prevent students from becoming victims of a
crime, su h a robbery, rape or a ault, but it is
important to be aware and use good judgement.
Next time you go out with your friends in
Myrtle Beach, use good sense and have good
times.
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A id nt. In parking' I t G at 9:35 am,
a truck ba ed into an un cupi d
parked CU Dodg van cau ing a dent
in the 1 ft fender.

2) 9/16/02 In ident type- Traffi
A ident. At 1:30 pm a v hide turning
I t onto Chanticleer D,rive collid d
with a p d strian walking through th
intersection.
3) 9/17/021n "d nt typ - Po
ion
of Weapon. At approximat ) ,
am, polic r ccived a II for a i anc
from th Re idenc Life
Vvaccamaw Hall. Th
It id n Li~
tant
\'Va

( 43) 349-23 0
Advertising E-mail
chantad @ oa tal. du

•

Meetjng rc h Id Friday at 2'0 p.m. in room
2 5 of th tud 'nt Center.

•

vere confi

volt
ted b ' th offi er.

4) 9/l f 2 In ident t l' - andali m
to Auto. At 4 0' 10 k pm th 0 VIler of a
1999 Ch v riot Lumina found h r car

5) 9119102 In id nt t l' - FiJi Alarm
Activation. At 4:50 pm an offi r
Ji pond d to a Fir Alarm at th \Vall
Building. Upon arrival it wa
det rmin d th t the
ivation'a du to
moke alarm on th
ond fl or a t
f; und 'h n th

Crime Log compliltd from police reports and inten1iew by staff writer Ie "a McMurrer
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constantly
applying
chapstick or
cont.from p. Al
not being
able to live
a day without that bite of peanut butter
disrupt your life'?
What exactly is an addiction, and
how do you know if you have one?
According to "Anatomy of a Food
Addiction," an addiction is "dependence
on a substance or activity to the extent
that normal, healthy functioning is
impaired."
Detecting an addiction can be difficult for the individual suffering from the
addiction for several reasons. One such
reason is known as "distortion of thinking."
The book 'i\ddictive Thinking" gives
the following analogy to describe distorted thinking:
"You have been
assigned a paper for class. Someone
asks you about it, and you tell him that
you have finished the paper. He then
asks you why 'ou have not turned the
paper in if /ou have finished it, and you
answer by telling him that you still have
a few things that need some work. After
hearing this, 1 e tells you that if it still
needs more work, you cannot possibly
be finished, yet you continue to insist
that it is."
"Obsessive thoughts crowd out all
other thoughts, and they drain mental
energy," says ''Addictive Thinking."
"Obsessive thought may intrude at any
time, and, strangely enough, any
attempt to get rid of obsessive thought
may only increase their intensity."
Another reason for difficulty in
detecting an addiction is rationalization.
"Ration"alization means providing
'good' reasons instead of the true reason. Like denial, this defense in not
exclusive to chemically dependent people, though addicts can be very adept at
it."
Rationalization means "offering
good, that is, plausible reasons. This
does not mean that all rationalizations
are good reasons. Some are downright
silly, but they can be made to sound reasonable. Rationalization divert attention from true reasons. They not only
divert others' attention from the truth,
but also the addict's. As with denial,
rationalization is an unconscious
process-that is, the person is unaware of
rationalizing. "
Sophomore Doug* said, "If I get really stressed out, I sit down and eat ice
cream. I can go through a whole carton
in a half-hour, easy."
One common non-drug addiction is
food addiction. Food addiction is characterized by loss of control over eating,
habituation to food, possible depend-

Addictions

ence on food and negative consequences
in any major function, such as health,
work, intimate relationships, friendship,
moral and spiritual development, or in
relation to the law, as described by
''Anatomy of a Food Addiction."
If you have had a bad day and the
first thought that comes to mind is a
comfy couch and a tub of ice cream, a jar
of peanut butter accompanied by a
rather large spoon, or a very inviting
Hershey bar, you feel this way for a reason.
"Endorphins make us feel good,"
quotes "Anatomy of a Food Addiction."
"For some people, eating sweets, starches and/or fats causes the release of
endorphins; thus, for these people, eating certain foods relieves discomfort
and feels
good."
If you
think that
you may
be addicted to the
s wee t
stuff in
life, or at
least
in
the food
pyramid,
ask yourself the e
questions
to
find
out:
*Once
you start
eating
sweets, is
it difficult
to stop'? .
*After
you eat
all
you
can (the
bag
is
empty or
until you
hurt),
does your
moo d
change? Do you feel dreamy or out of
it? Is your thinking fuzzier?
*Do visions of certain candies or
sweets get stuck in your mind, rarely
going away until you obtain the snack
and eat it?
If you answered yes to these questions or if they seem all too familiar to
you, it might be time for you to find out
if it is more than your sweet tooth that
is craving these foods.
"Anatomy of a Food Addiction"
explains one way in which to become
aware of a possible problem: record your
cravings. Write down the time your

The Chanticleer
craving came, the length of time it lasted, the strength of the craving from one
to 10, what has just happened that may
have caused the craving
(you just
received a bad test grade, you got into an
argument with your roommate) and
write down a description of your feelings
after your craving. If you find that your
cravings are frequent or that you cannot
resist them, it may be time to seek help
so that they do not take over your life.
Aside from food addictions, people
suffer from beha\Qoral addictions as"
we]].
CCU junior Blake* cannot control
his sleep. "Even if I'm not tired, I have
to lie down and take a nap. It's my way
of forgetting about school, work and all
the other stuff I have to do. If I don't
take
a
nap,
so m etim e s
two or
t h r e e
time a
day,
I
feel really aggravated."
One
may find
that he
is contantly
applying
c hap s tic k ,
that he
is napp j n g
ex c e sively or
that he
is always
on the
Internet ..
I
have to
check

m

y

email at
least five
times a day," said senior Kate *. "If I
don't, I feel like I'm missing something
important. And I'm always signed on to
the Instant Messenger. Sometimes it's
hard to leave it even when I know that
no one else is on that I want to talk to."
A better-known example of a behavioral addiction is constantly washing
one's hands, an obsessive-compulsive
disorder or OCD.
"Addictive
Thinking"
says,
"Obsessions and compulsions are closely
related. The term obsessive-compulsive
neurosis has been used in psychiatry for
many years. Both obsession and com-

pulsion are characterized by the person's being preoccupied, even consumed, by something irrational. In an
obses ional neuro is, it is an irrational
idea that plague the p ron.
In a compulsive neufO i ,it i an irrational act. The rea on the two ' are
joined in psychiatry'j that in almost
every instance where the per on i
ob essed with an idea, there is orne
compulsive behavior. In virtually every
case of compulsive behavior, there are
obse sional thoughts."
Likened to food addictions are substance addictions such as to diet pills
and caffeine. Caffeine is a very common
addiction, especially among college tudents.
"Every morning, I have to get my
cup of coffee," said Allison*, set:lior.
''I've been doing it for four years, and if
I don't have it, I get a really bad
headache."
You have waited until the last minute
to study for a huge test or to write a
paper for clas. \J\'hat do you do? Run
out and get some coffee or po~ op ~n a
can of soda. Why do we do this?
Because the caffeine eems to give us
that extra jolt of energy to keep us going
until we finish our work.
"I have to 'take a Metabolift every
morning," admit Adrienne*, senior. ';1
fe I like I'm dragging if I don't. Then, if
I get tired in the afternoon, I'll take
another one, . ometimes th~e a da '. I
don't care if I feel hak.:y because at least
r can stay awake."
Despite what orne may think, caffeine is a drug, and it i addictive. You
mav realize that when YOU consi tentJv
dri~k soda or coffee, lo~g period . with-'
out it may bring on a headache. You ar
e. periencing withdrawal. Your body ha
become used to the caffeine and a a
result of not having any, react n gatively.
While none of these addiction may
seem as serious as alcohol, marijuana or
harder drug , they can become harmful.
They di rupt your normal activities and
you become preoccupied with your
abnormal behavior.
Seeking help to overcome an addiction is alway the best way to b at it,
and is usually the most succe sfuJ.
Nobody can completely conquer an
addiction on their own. If you think
that you may suffer from any of the e
problems, write it down, and then talk
to a counselor so that you can get on
the road to recovery and get back to a
normal, healthy way of life.
Or you could keep wasting all your
money on chapstick, coffee, peanut butter.. .it is really up to you.
C3
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Banned

COllt.

from p. Al

va banned
due to profanity," aid
Julie Martin, Sigma Tau Delta
president and one of the member
of the research committee. "We
found out that it was actuallv
banned, or 0 we believe, becaus~
it contains level of homose).uality."
The group offered to supply
....:...::.:.::=::~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.J
th
l"b'
. h
-photo by Nicole Sen,ice/editor-in-chiej
copie of Facult· and ;tudents alike bro\v election of banned boo in ord r to choo e
G e I ranes WIt
reene's book, but
they still the ir (avorit pas ages.
refu ed.
---------------------=---det can
At a small school like Coastal Carolina, locat- contrary to the ideal of a republican
end
an
individual
traight
to
jail.
~d in a relatively old-fashioned and culturally
Recently in Florida, three medical . tudent
Isolated county, it can sometimes eem a if stu?ents are expected to repress their individuality were arrested because a woman heard th m tal In order to make thi
campus a harmonious ing u pioou Iy in a booth at a re tauranL Ye
the country is under high alen, but do tha~
place to be.
"1 do think that more attention is paid to mean that the rights of citizen. to free peech
are gradualJ./ .being taken away?
i~dividual student here than at a large school
"It eems like that in bigger otie there i
Imply because there are fewer of us," said
more
diver. ity 0 there i less pre ure to conMonica Altman, enior. "But 'ou don't have to
form.
People mo tly keep their opinion about
be an outright rebel to be a no~-conformi t. By
other
people
to them eive ," aid Su an talv ~
the time you reach a certain age, you are intellisenior. "But 1 heard about a group trying to get
gent enough to evaluate what work for you."
Lisa Bourne, enior, agrees. .. Bv the ti~e vou raves outlawed becau e of ec tasy, but th re aJ'i
people that go there for the mu i
That' like
reach college, everyone has to be themsei e
'ou
can't
outla\'
bars
ju
t
becau
p ople get
regardless of who some people would like 'ou to
drunk, drive home and kill people."
be."
.. The practic of banning boo - run parall I
Martin also aid, "I don't think we hould
worry 0 much about offending other p ople 0 \Vlth all of the idea of fr e pe ch and freeright
much as actually harming them. I' reading dom to behav a one pleas .. On th
are
tak
n
awa',
\
,hat
next?
Banning
b
ks
about homo e. 'uaIity causing them phy ical
e
'en
the
greate
t
,'ork
of
literature,
cannot
b
•
pain? I doubt it."
far
behind.
Thi issue of conformity and "how far is too
,M artin beli v that refu in to a c pt tanfar" i. especially poignant nm bee. u e of the
dard
on what i and i not worth J'i ading i an
state of alertness Am rica i in. Uk Martin
imp
nant
sp t of remaining ubjective and
said, how do we know where to dra\v the line
open-mind
d.
between people eo'pr ing themselve and actu"~om one .aid that cen 0 hip equal dIctaally planning to harm other? 1 ow it eern that
sometimes e.'pre ing political vie,' that run torshIp and I firml r b liev that rith all m'
h rt," Martin
aid. "I think
that our int 1ligen
1
in ult d \ h n
b 0
d

COllt.

L - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

GREEI(
BRIEFS

from p. Al

b gin at 3:3
in h
Ed, ard
Colleg
0
Humaniti
and Fin Art
R . I Hall ..rith Dr. Rich rd
Collin politi
profe or,
op ning rith a bri f pJ'i ntation of th ba i intern tion 1
politi al
ba ground.
Member of the panel ri]J
voice their
b fore
opening th di cu ion to th
floor in an open-rni e forma
Th paneH
indud:
Dougla
Ben on- . .
Arm ' v teran who
h airborn and
operation
units in
United tat ,Kor a, audi
Arabia and other portion of
the Middl EasL He i a p ciali t in anti-terrori t and
intelligen e op ration and i
no ' a politi I ci n maj r
at oa tal.
Le Bollinger-Exp rt in
ma m dia, journalism and
ommunication
rho ha
tudi d th

;;:::::===-______________________

taking
th r t of our
rights cannot
b
far
b hind.
t-photo by Nicole Seniu/editor-i,,-chiif

A former student reads a pa age from a banned book in th Humanitie Building courtyard.

communiTh
ion ill
b gin
rith I T.
Hender on a the chair and
it ..rill
1 raIl
foIl \\
ame format a tht aft m n
ion.

I
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Sextasy: the latest

pounding headache and
the
prolonged
painful erection
that combinthe
ing
t w 9
drugs

to heart failure,. says
Breslau, and it has
also been linked

By Shane Greenfarb and
Nicole Service

staff writers
Some illegal drugs, such as crystal
methamphetamine, create an
overwhelming sexual desire but also constricts blood vessels, making it impossible for mo't men to have an erection,"
according to Karen Breslau
of
"Newsweek."
The logical way to counter the temporar ' impotence problem?
Pop a Viagra, of course.
Since the introduction of the little
blue pill used to treat erectile dysfunction into the United States in 1998, it
has become popular for reasons other
than intended. Especiall, widespread
among homosexual men and young people attending raves, street drugs such as
amyl nitrate, peed and ecstasy are combined with Viagra to enhance the effects
of "poppers."
The results of thi practice, the most
common being the combination of
ecstasy and Viagra known as "Sextasy,"
can b dangerous and sometimes fatal.
Viagra taken with poppers can lead

dis-

ease rates on
the West Coast.
In the South,
practice is sometimes referred
to as "hammerheading" becau e of the

Stemming
the fact that
combo is used to
help those in altered mental
states engage in high-risk exual activity

r-----------------------------------~~-

TTH
"

The

~lub

~n1&c'ltttoduced

drug

that normally would b
impo 'sible
while on popper, the recent surge in the
popularity of thi
practic' extrem I r
dangerous.
'
I?fizer, the pharmaceutical com pan 7
that manufacture Viagra, rec ntly
made a public tatement that it will try
its be t to help law enforceml nt ra k
down on illegal sales of their drug but
turned rejected a reque t to label it with
the warning not to engage in high-ri k
with 'e :.ual behavior.•
Taking the mh.'ture often lead to
unprotected sex, which rai es the probability of contracting HIV
Has thi threat curtailed the usage?
No, not in the least.
Recentl ' a re urgence turned up at
clubs in London, and while S 'X1:asy i
more common to the European Club
cene, it i growing in popularity in the
United States, sending young clubbcr
to ho pitals and cau ing harmful eft cts
that sometimes lead to death, either
immediatel, or years dovm the road due
to AIDS.

r------------------------------------~

?
•

newspaper of Coast

tings on Fridays, 2:00 p.rn... Student Center, Rm. 205
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MOVIE REVIEW

By:Brian Martin/assistant editor

W hen
you
reach
the top, I
guess there's
nowhere to go but down. After this summer's
e..xcellent "The Bourne ldentity," the action film
franchise immed~ately took a dive with "XXX."
ow, the post-boom bu t continue
with
"Balli tic: Ecks vs. Sever."
Antonio Banderas and Lucy Liu star as
Agents Ecks and Sever, r~ pectively. Jeremiah
Ecks is a former FBI agent who lost hi wife
years befo e, while Sever is an ex-Defen e
Intelligence Agency operative who e son wa
killed by her employers. With so much in com-

There
are
e . ploding
cars, cha e
and
scene
bullets a-flyin'. And y ~t, out of countle action
cenes, only one is any good.
ot onl '
Slow-motion is used endle ly.
does this become distracting, but it al 0 cau e
action sequences to drag out much longer than
they should. And the film's big treet cha e, as
Ecks races after Se er, followed by authorities,
eems to reach top speed at a break-neck 45
miles per hour.
A fight betw en Liu's Scyer and Ray Park
(Darth Maul of "The Phantom Menace") pro-

BALLISTIC: ECI(S VS. SEVER

contents
2

3
8

Movie review
Ballistic: Ecks. Vs. Sever
entertainment news
SquawkBox

by mail:
PO Box 261954
Conway, SC 29526

futureSPREAD

Siblings in College

10

Squawk!, c/o The
Chanticleer

music
Disturbed "Believe"s
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(843) 349-2330
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(843) 349-2743
bye-mail:
chanticleer@coastal.edu

13

television
Season Premieres

14 Horoscope
15 ad\YICE
Sex on the Beach

Cover: Siblings grow closer through college.

design by Ray Brown

Need Money?
Need to make some extra
bucks? Tired of having no
money to do the things you
want? Well, here's your chance
to make some cash ... The Chanticleer is looking for ad sellers.
It's simple, sell an ad to be
placed in the newpaper and
make 10 % commission off the
sale. For more information
contact Nicole Service at
349.2330 or e-mail
chanticleer@coastal.edu

-photo

court~sy

of Warner Bros.

LucyLiu and Antoniio Banderas play rival yet friendly opponents in the ubpar "Balli ti : Ecks vs. ever."

mon, you'd think that Ecks and Sever would
get along with one another pretty well. So why
is the film titled "Ecks vs. Sever?"
The truth is, I'm not sure. Aside from a
brief fight early in the movie, the agents actually do work together most of the time. Here I
expected them to be lifelong, mortal enemies,
and the movie comes off playing like a bad
buddy-cop movie.
The plot involves Sever's kidnapping of a
young boy and a microscopic robot assassin
capable of giving its target a really bad case of
heartburn. Beyond this, the plot is generally
impossible to comprehend.
The cast is not very large, and yet no one
really stands out. Banderas' performance is
bland and subdued. I know he's capable of
more than he showcased here. He was even
better in "Spy Kids 2."
Liu is given surprisingly little to work with.
She really only has a handful of lines, and her
facial expression NEVER changes.
The film's action sequences run the gamut.

vid s the film with a much-needed shot in the
arm toward the conclusion. Their fight, which
takes place inside Sever's headquarters (an
abandoned factory of orne sort), i well-choreographed. It's nice to know that the filmmakers recognized Park's acrobatic talents and
employed them, but it comes too late to make
any real difference.
I'm still not sure why exactly the film
obtained an R rating. There is very little blood
and the violence, while heavy, is not explicit.
There was literally more objectionable material
in "XXX," and that one got a PG-13. The R
rating will doubtlessly cut out a majority of this
film's targ~t audience, perhaps mercifully.
"Ballistic: Ecks vs. Sever" is trying har to
ride the coattails of "The Bourne Identity" and
"The Matrix," but it falls miserably short.
While not quite the horrendous affront to
entertainment that "XXX" was, it settles nicely
into a slot just behind it.

The Chanticleer
Brian Martin's

"Entertainment news raises morale at war and in upermarkets."

Pulitzer
Prize-\ inning author
Michael Chabon, witer of "The
Amazing Adyenture of Kavalier and
CIa:," has been hired b Columbia
Picture to rewrite the script for "The

Amazing Spider-Man," the
qu I to
thi ummer' blockbuster. Tentati,e1
et for release on May 7, 2004, th film
Maguire and
will reunite tar Tob
Kir ten Dun t with diT ctor am Raimi.
David Ko pp, \ ,ho
wrote th fi t film,
and ile Millar and
Alfred Gou h,
ator of
hangh i
and
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Coastal Carolina University is pleased to share with you an
exciting program designed exclusively for Coastal seniors. The
1954 Society is a Senior Class gift program that builds a
tradition of giving to the university. Donations made by
students during their senior year are allocated for a gift that is
selected by the class andJ or to remain on campus.

1954SOCIETY

Ac:. A MYMtL 'IOU Wi...... MUiV&:

*

1954 Society Pin to wear on your gown and a membership certificate
"" Three-year membership into the Alumni Association at a reduced pledge rate
"" Listing in the President's Annual Report of Donors
University mailings including the Coastal Carolina University Magazine
"" Invitations [0 Alumni Association and 1954 Society special events

*

Membership in rhe 1954 ociery requires a three-year pledge.
During your senior year, make a commitment of at least
$19.54 [0 the Senior Class gift and pledge to contribute the
same or more over the next two years. You may designate your
pledge to support any number of university need . {n return,
as a member of the 1954 Society, your membership to the
Alumni Association will be included for the cliree years of
your pledge period at no additional cost to you other than
• fulfilling your commitment.

COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
www.coastal.edu
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Get out of the gym and into shape
By Jessica McMurrer

staff writer
The gr.m is a wonderful place. You can do bench
pre ses, leg lifts, run on a tread mill, ride a stationary
bike or use many other weightlifting machines.
And you get to do all of this in front of big huge football players who look like they could lift you over their
heads multiple times without breaking a sweat.
I am not self-conscious. I just do not want people
looking at me while I am huffing and puffing in the middle of a good workout.
After a few visits, for some people this generously free
ervice offered by the school does not seem like such a
wonderful place. But you still want to exercise. What do
you do?
My advice: do not go to the gym. There are many
great ways you can get in shape without lifting big
weights or running the treadm~.
Ab and back exercises can be done in the privacy of
you own room, even while watching your favorite show
on Tv.
-Bridge with Leg Lift: Lie face up on the floor, with
knees bent. Push your body into a bridge position, supporting your weight on your feet and arms. Straighten
one leg up, heel flexed and slightly lower leg out to the
side a few inches WITHOUT moving the rest of your
body. Use the abs to stabilize your body and don't hold
your breath. Do all reps on one leg, then switch sides.
-Balancing Ab Twist: Begin by lying on your side and
push up so that your body is supported by your right
arm with feet stacked. Straighten left arm and balance

for a moment, then sweep the left arm down and twist
the body, turning it towards the floor while keeping the
rest of your body in place. Squeeze abs and hold for two
seconds, then return to starting position. Complete reps
and then switch sides.
-Bicycle: Lie face up with only your lower back
pressed to the floor. Cradle head in hands with elbows
out and bend right knee, pulling it towards your chest
while touching the knee with the opposite elbow. Begin a
slow pedaling motion by touching opposite elbow to
opposite knee, alternating each side. Keep your abs
pulled in(no bulging out) and breathe continuously.
-Back Extensions.: Lie face down with hands either
behind your back or lightly cradling your head. Lift
upper body off the floor a few inches, keeping head and
neck in alignment. For a challenge, then lift feet off the
ground keeping your legs straight, hold for two to four
counts and lower.
Perfonn each exercise for two to three sets of 10 to 12
repetitions. Do this work out three to four nonconsecutive days a week.
For a cardiovascular workout, leave your room and
walk or run around campus. Warm up with a brisk
walk/slow job for about 10 minutes. Then jog for three
minutes, sprint all-out for 30 seconds, and then jog for
another two minutes. Repeat this cycle six times.
For more information and other workout ideas, visit
www.exercise.about.com
For something more relaxing, try yoga. Yoga postures
stimulate the glands, organs, muscles and nerves in ways
traditional exercise cannot. Muscle tightness and strain
are quickly relieved and both circulation and digestion

improve. The occurrence of stress-related symptom like
poor sleep, fatigue, muscle spasms, anxiety and indigestion is greatly reduced.
Yoga poses incorporate a combination of twisting, lift:
ing and stretching of body parts. Most poses involve both
leg and arm positions or focus on back and neck strength.
For all poses, good balance is required to hold the po e for
the recommended 30 to 60 seconds.
What about a workout to improve your social life? Is
there such a thing? Yes, alsa dancing! By showing off the
latest salsa dance steps you will be sure to impress many
people the next time you go clubbing. And you will be in
good shape.
.
Some of the health and fitness benefits include
weight loss, muscle gain and boo ting your physical
endurance and range of motion. Dancing salsa can burn
up to 10 calories per minute. If you sal a dance for two
hours at the club or in your room while learning the
moves, you could bum 1,200 calories.
More infonnation and videos and DVD's to teach
you step-by-step alsa dancing are available at www.1etsdancesalsa.com
Also something to consider is the gym here doe offer
Cardio Kickboxing, Abs and Circuit Training classes
throughout the week that offer a less intimidating atmosphere. For dates and times call Campus Recreation at
349-2802.
Remember that avoiding the gym at all costs does not
prevent you from staying healthy and in good shape.
There are ways to be both without ever stepping foot
inside a facility.
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MOVIE REVIEW
By:Franklin Semones/for The Chanticleer
What exactly is it about
Jackie Chan that appeals to
audiences?
It couldn't be because he is
such a dramatic actor. He certainly isn't a natural at comedy, as apparent with his
Hollywood franchises "Rush
Hour" and "Sha'nghai Noon,"
where he plays the straight man
and leaves the comedy to Chris
Tucker and Owen Wilson,
respectively. Quite simply, it is
his skill at performing his own
acrobatic stunts.
His latest, "The Tuxedo,"
give audiences something they
don't want to see: Jackie Chan
aided b' 'pecial effects. The
movie's premise, centered

includes comparison to his
roles in the notorious '80s
"classics" "The Cannonball
Run" and its sequel.
The movie's plot concerns
cab driver Jimmy Tong (Chan),
who is hired as chauffeur for
secret spy Clark Devlin (Jason
Isaacs, escaping with his dignity intact). Shortly after starting
his new job, Devlin is injured in
an accident, and it's up to
Tong to step in for him. Most
of the humor is derived from
Tong's lack of control over the
tux, including one of the film's
rare humorous moments, when
he completely destroys a room
in attack mode. Tong is paired
with the inexperienced Del

THE TUXEDO
around a tux do that provides
its wearer with agility, grace
and the ability to do nearly
anything (protection, attacking, danCing, etc.). To cast
Chan in such a role, provided
with the latest help in special
effects, defeats the whole purpose of using Chan. It is a role
that could have been <?ccupied
by anyone (this brings to mind
Jim Ca~rey in "The Mask," a
superior movie about a putz
who is transformed into a
maniacal being with the help of
a mask).
With that aside, "The
Tuxedo" remains yet another
crummy take on the spy genre,
shoddily directed be Kevin
Donovan (a music video director- it shows, and not in a good
way) from a lifeless, uninspired
script by Michael J. Wilson
(one of three credited for "Ice
Age") and Michael Leeson
('70s sitcoms "The Odd
Couple," "Happy Days," and
"Taxi"), with Chan paired
alongside teen star (i.e., talentless beauty) Jennifer Love
Hewitt, who is a far cry from
Jackie Chan's recent co-stars.
"The Tuxedo" is Chan's worst
American film, and that

Blaine (Hewitt), who knows a
thing or two about water. The
villain, Diedrich Banning
(Ritchie Coster), plans to poison the North American water
supply with the release of dangerous water striders, thus forcing Americans to purchase his
expensive bottled water. The
movie provides a scene directly
ripped off from the French fantasy "La Cite des enfants perdus"("The City of the Lost
Children"), in which the camera follows the flight of a
released water strider, with less
imaginative results.
You want to be entertained?
Here's an idea; go to a video
store and rent "The Legend of
Drunken Master" (that's an
Americanized title; it's actually
a sequel released here in theaters in 2000, 14 years after it
was made overseas). This is
vintage Chan at his best.
Watch it, and pass over his latest offering. If it's espionage
you want, wait u"';til November
for the real deal, when Pierce
Brosnan shows Vin Diesel
who's spy supreme with "Die
Another Day."

t*

feast on a fabulous 4-course diimer, see spectacular
pageantry, exquisite horsemanship, an authentic
jousting tournament and exciting hand-to-hand
commbat.
.
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DINNER
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TOURNAMENT

www.medievaltimes.com

For Tickets or
Reservations Call:

236 - 8080
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Nonpoint develops its metal i to
By Shane Greenfarb
staff writer

had the privilege of hanging out
with Nonpoint frontman EHa Soriano
and ba sist KB after their opening slot
for Filter at the Hou e of Blue, Sept.
18. It is not often that a band is able to
comp!iment their good music with good
attitudes and friendly nature. They were
incredibly- accommodating, and we sat
and chatted for a bit. One of the topics
we touched on was their new album,
"Devel0t:>ment." Coming off of the
show and a listen to the new album, 1
can easily say J have a new band to rant
and rave about.
onpoint was formed in Ft.
Lauderdale, FL in 1997 along with guitarist Andrew Goldman and drummer
Rob Rivera and independently released
their debut "Struggle" in 1999. Their
major Jabel debut "Statement" followed
the next year and gained them heavy
recognition locally and independently
with trong play on stations such as
MTV2. The band entered the studio to
record "Development" with the promi e

and the potential to trike it on a larger
scale and looks like they are going in ju t
that route.
Much of onpoint's previou work
reflect a grittiness and edge that wa
paralled b. 1 the band's use of indie production qualities. Thi happen to be
acrificed on "Development" becau e of
the more en p and handled production,
but t hat do
not detract from the
music. The pure craft and texture of the
son~Titting and playing hine through
inexplicably.
It is an aU-around brilliant album.
The melodic'
make
up a good
portion
and divide
the heavi- """,/,. ",,:,., ... :": "
ness of it
with
the
pa sion
that
is
expre sed
in tracks
such
as
"Mint."

You can ea ily ee where it hie from a
track like "E ce ive Reaction," ",hich i
heavy and unrelenting.
In ide"
and the title track are ju t the arne ·a..
"Circle " and "Your ign" are two
tandou , the latt r being the first
video for the album and the are al
two of the stronge t number that make
up the album. Th b nd carv
ut
orne memorabl riff and bea her,
and Soriano' 'oie trap a v ry productive range here he i able to r linqui h
the aggro element for omething mor
thorough and pro oking. H leav
behind he

ery.

·photo courtesy of Launch
onpoint bring a fresh sound to the metal seen .

Goldman
throw dm 'Jl
direc I ,
hining
through with
a
fre h
ound. KB

roo
th rou ic.

Effective Oct 1, 2002 ALL freshman bo"owing for the first time will be
subject to a 30-day delayed disbursement on their loans.
Also, one-term loans will require muffiple disbursements; the first at the beginning of the tenn,
and the second disbursement after the midpoint of the tenn.
This legis/ation refers to the Higher Education Act of 1965, which was amended prior to October1,2002.

If you have any questions, please contact the Office of Financial

and Veteran Affairs at ~349-2313

By Nicole Service
editor-in-chief

photos from top: On Christmas. 1985. the Carters (Jon.
Chri and AlIi). Halloween. 1985. still having fun. Even as
a young family in New Jefey. the Carters were always beach
bums at heart.
-photos courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carter

They are the people who know you best. They know exactly where to
poke you to make you angry. They know how you got that scar on the back
of your hand. They know what foods you hate, what movie you love and
what songs make you cry. They know how to make you laugh and they know
when you need a smile.
They are your link to the past and the only people you are guaranteed to
know in the future, if you are lucky.
They are your siblings ..
Yet sometimes when people go to college, most times, they either do not
follow their siblings or they do not follow them. You move to different dtie •
make different friends and lead different lives. Sure, maybe there i a phone
call every now and then. but slowly many brother and sisters find themelves growing up and growing apart.
Maybe there are times in your life now that you wish you had one of your
Siblings close by. Maybe you want your little brother to tell y.ou a ioke.
Maybe you want your big sister to make you a sandwich. Maybe you want
your big brother to help you move something heavy. Maybe you want to
know who your little sister is dating 0 you can make ure he is worthy of her. .
Most of all, maybe you just want to see a friendly face who you know i going
to be there for you no matter how bad you me sup.
Not every family separates once the children are finished with high
school. Sometimes they all remain in the same town.
And sometimes they all leave and yet still wind up together.
That is exactly what happened to the Carters. Chris (23), Alii (21) and
Jon (19) gre..y up in New Jersey: As a junior in high school, Chri visited
Coastal for a baseball camp. His parents liked the chool, so when Chris was
old enough to go to college, he chose CCU and came on a baseball cholarship.
"It's always about baseball," AlIi said. "It tarted with ba eban, we grew
up on baseball and it will probably end with ba eball."
A year later, Alli. who had been doing ports statistics in high chool,
decided to join her older brother and work as a student intern for the ports
Information Director.
Two years after that, Jon decided that he might as well migrate south also.
"I never had as much fun a when I would corne down here and vi it Alii
and Chris," Jon aid. "And when my parents decided to move down here, it
meant in-state tuition. 0 that pretty mu healed the deal.
Robert Carter decided that he \"anted a change, 0 he clo ed up his busines in Jersey and transferred to Myrtle Beach.
"They (parents) love it down here, too," Alli aid. "And they miss d their
kids."
"So they say," Jon added:
"Yeah, at least that' what they told us," Alii 'agreed.
n

teed to

-photos by Nicole Service/editor-m-chief
The Carters today at their parents' M)Ttle B ach home (Chris, Jon and Alii).

do not
They definitely had their share of mi chief as children. Jon remembers one time
when he was about seven, they were watching "'Conan the Barbarian" and decided
to play with antique swords they had hanging on the wall. Jon and Chris battled
with the neighborhood children until their parents returned home.
However Jon put his sword back on the wall upside down.
"I tried to tell them that it fell off the wall, but "Conan" was on Tv, and they
weren't buying it," Jon said. "And then Alii told on u ."
"} squealed," AlIi admitted. "1 was a good informant. "
"But it·s cool having my family here now," Alii continued. "} wa here on my
own for over two years, so this is nice. There aren't many more year for u all to
be together. Everyone is
going to grow up
and do their
own

-photo courtesy of Mr. "l1li Mrs. Robut Carta
The trip that started i all· the Carte • fi tlrn in uth
Carolina.

thing soon."
ot to ay that living in the am city now i th am a it
growing up.
"We talk a lot mor now," Jon said. ""Wi 're grown up no ,and I thi
closest to them (Chri and AlIi when the.,. moved awa' becau I mi
much."
'"We don t all live together now, but we till ee each other every da ~ .. AlIi
.. ~ ometime we e 'en have a Sunday dinner "'rith the wh 1 famil
though. We can talk about grown-up thing no ' and help ea
rout."
The Carters al 0 work together at Medi val Tim a erve .
"When we were in high sChool, Alii go m a job at a bag I hop, 0
figured
I'd return the favor here" Jon said.
"We alway ha'e fun together," Alii said." e make thing int
ting. And it'
ah ray nice to have omeone help you with tuff when ou reall n ed it, omeon
YOll can alwa
depend on.'"
Chri graduated la t year, and Alii will gradual: thi • ar and
hop to attend graduat ch 01 to get her Ph.D. in math m ti
r.
o thi may rery well be their la ' ar tog
"We played a lot of 'm ball gro ring up, and
that now,'" Alli aid. u¥le tm to th ball aTOm d
'ng up tupid gam
nt rJ

id.

•
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Disturbed liberates the mind with ((Believe"
Yet this album holds the key to the band's true the album that combine heavine with melodicism.
talents. Several tracks make this album worth- that are able to make you bang your head yet. it back
while and integral to the success and revival of and breathe before getting kicked in- the tomach
emotions.
again.
First mentioning the closer "Darkness"
While the album as a whole makes you think twice
• because it is the most important and differenti- about identity and y t still doubt what life is all about,
ating of the 12 that make up this journey through it actually ends up reassuring you that in the end,
heartbreak, loss and determination to recover there is till omething to believ in. Maybe that' wh
from it all. The reason I mention the closer first the album cover i an amalgamation of several reliis becau e it rivals all tracks Disturb d has done gious ymbols.
before. It's delicate, yet haunting. eductive and
1 0 matter what, you have som t:hing b lieve in.
till poignant. The combination of cello, piano Draiman says it himself either outright or ubtly
and acoustic guitar provide for an eerie atmos- throughout the album, beli ve in your ~ind. in yourphere alone, but throw in lead singer David self. While the album might not be a heavy a "The
Draiman' s voc~ls, and you'11 hear a side of the Sickness" and this might turn orne people off, thinkthreateningly abrasive frontman you never ing the band i taking a tum for the oft, it i far more
thought possible. It's quite possibly the b st atmosph ric and gloomy. You can
e wh re th
song they've recorded.
in trument align and the vocal inter ct with it all.
The band is also comprised of guitarist Dan The balance and the terrific production provid db·
-photo courtesy of Launch
Disturbed breaks rock bamers WIth i~ new album M8e\i ve."
Donegan, bassist Fuzz and drummer i\1ike Johnny K ("The Sicknes ," Machine Head); give ju tiWengren, who added programming details to fication towards the album - purpo . It i striking and
By Shane Greenfarb ,
their debut, none of which is found on this album. disturbing. no pun intended, but it' al 0 0 filled with
Instead it is ubstituted by Donegan's subtle and vibrant message of hope and desire, will and power,
staff writer
underlying keyboards. While songs such as "Ri en that you can't avoid it.
It' not only a great album, it's important and
Let's face it, Di turbed's career had entered a judg- (definitely the heaviest hitting on the album) throw
ment call after September 11. There wa n't a place in down impressive structures and provide the ae thetic 'howca e a band that truly Jive up to what Ozz r
the world for music that que~tioned beliefs and for hard a sin metal, it is easily counter d by tracks o bourne called them, "the future of metal."
like "Remember," a song that de pite its heavy promorals.
So when the video to the first single "Prayer" off of gressions has a chorus r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
its sophomoric effort "Believe" debuted on television that is melodic and satiswith it' uppo, ed reference towards the tragic evenLc;. fying, making it all that
more beautiful.
it was not urprising that the video became banned.
"Liberate" I would call
But if on look ju t a tad clo er towards the me age of th song and it accompaniment, he can find the trademark for the
an answer and a rea on. It evokes strength that the album. Why, because it's
band overcomes the obstacles it does and still stands at easily recognizable as
Heavy and
the end of the vid 0, and in the song, "Let me enlight- Disturbed.
fast
riffing,
with
slamen you, this is .the way I pray," music is the tool of
ming bass and drums,
healing.
So where is Disturbed headed with all this? A soft.: quick mindbending gruff
vocals and of course the
er path?
distinct darkness and
Not a chance.
"Believe" is much darker than its predecessor, doubt their previous
2000's "The Sickness," an album that went double songs have.
,. Mistress"
and
platinum and propelled the band to headlining and
Ozzfest stardom, not to mention placed them among "Breathe" are also two
more great tracks from
the heavyweights of metal and rock.
T
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It's llMating" season ...
By Shane Greenfarb
staff writer
It' not too often you get to sit back
in th Black Box and choke it up on
Jason Adams and Matt McCarty going
at it like two moose mating in the
prime of
the heat- ,-----.....
cd ~ ual
season.
And, 'hat
a cene it
''..' a
What a
it
play

Jack Black and "Seinfcld'''s Kramer.
Josie, Lonnie's ex-girlfriend and Bet y's
best friend, is portrayed with decadent
fervor by Krissy Schuck. Josie and
Lonnie clash throughout the entire play
as both play opposing sides, feeding
advice to the couple of Michael and

Per onaJly, my favorite scene in the play
(aside from the moose hump) is the first
date between Michael and Betsy, where
their thoughts arc projected on lide
above them. Thoughts go back and
forth the entire scene, as docs the
amount of alcohol they've consumed.
The

Dashboar4
Confessional
15·$17.50

it
r
to

\Va.

Jot

keep me
laughing,
even, ith
a thought
about the

once durthe
in J
play' 'a I
able
to
om
up
for air a I

relat ion hip
dam s
d

The cast of "Moose Mating" (from left) Matt McCart)~ Krissy Slhuck, Lizz Farmer, Danny

member's
_______________________________________________________________________________
"moose" cars to demonstrate the mating habits of contemporary adults.
a n
ability to
Farmer
car v e
and vice versa, and Garrity just me hed
their own little niche with their charac- Betsy.
The jester-like, ringmaster-gone-mad in the middle as not only a narrator, but
ter made each character that much
more unique, and made the how some- act of Danny Garrity' narration threw a con. den e. The direction was brilthing to really enjoy. The cast's chem- me off by taking scenes totally off kilter. liant and the dialogue was never va ted
istry together was impeccable and the The set of Barbie dolls which Garrity away. It was acted and spoken with real
comedic timing, which was able to toys with the entire play may seem dedication.
The most important aspect of comedivide the play between plain silly and childish, but it only adds to the hysterdy is not just the delivery, but the timabsolutely laugh out loud hysterics, gave ics.
The play is directed by Theatre pro- ing, and it was perfect in every respect.
it a nice charge. But it truly was the
fessor
Robin Edwards Russell, assisted The serious moments were broken by a
performance of each actor which really
by
Michael
Levesque, and it definitely ,'itty one-liner, and the monolo~es
drove the play
The tory revolves around Betsy, shows the two's incredible knack for never got repetitive or lengthy. The
strongly portrayed by Lizz Farmer, and comedy throughout the entire produc- play didn't eem silly because the charMichael, whom Jason Adams gave a tion. Not just the dialogue which acter eemed real. You could really ee
very simpl and creative charm to. The comes from David Grae's play of the these people passing you on the b;idge
two New York singles meet at Betsy'S same name, but the actor's body lan- or in the halls. Hey, one of them could
monologue performance and arc imme- guage and facial expre sions made me be you or I. That was the great thing
about the show; it made me sit back
laugh my butt off.
diately attracted to one another.
and
laugh and then realize, "Wow,
The
freeze
frame
sequence
and
the
The two are introduced by the
character's
inner
thoughts,
where
one
haven't
I been there before?" I think
monologue' writer, Lonnie, impulsively
character
froze
and
the
other
began
with
everyone
in the crowd could relate, and
propelled by Matt McCarty's spa ticity,
who exempli fie the stereotypical male a soliloquy to the crowd, was not only that' what made thi a phenomenal
and is a phenomenal combination of original but just plain gutbusting. production.

37.50· 85

10/11
.O.R.E./Cam'
Foxy Brown
$23.50·$57

10/13
SouIfly
$14·$38

7p'.m. (door: 6p.m.)
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By Brian Martin and Nicole Service
editors
SmallviUe-9:00 Tuesdays on the WB
The adventures and angst of young Clark Kent continued in the second season premiere, which picked up
- directly after last May's cliffhanger "tornado" conclusion. Although the show's creators have a
0 tights,
no flights" policy for the series, Tom Welling's Clark
does admit that he felt as though he was flying when
he dove into the tornado to save Lana Lang (Kristin
Kreuk). Michael Rosenbaum's charismatic Lex Luthor
seems a bit more sinister this season, "vith his relationship with his father Lionel (John Glover) becomiRg increasingly strained. Last season, each episode of
"Smallville" left me eagerly awaiting the next. It doesn't look like that's going to change this eason.
Enterprise-8:00 Wednesdays on UPN
The newest entry in the "Star Trek" &anchi e
entered its second season with the conclusion of a twopart episode. It was pretty standard "Trek" fare, rife
with nasty aliens and time travel, a Scott Bakula's
Capt. Archer was taken to the distant future in an
attempt to pre erve the timeline. Of cour e, thi only
makes things worse and he strives to find a way home
(kind of like he used to do on "Quantum Leap").
There were enough little touches, like an allusion to
the coming conflict with the Romulans, to make the
epi ode a solid season opener.
The Bernie Mac Show-8:00 Wednesdays on Fox
A celebrity golf tournament provided many laughs
in the Fox .comedy serie' season premiere. Mac's
"Ocean's 11" co-star Matt Damon made a gue t
appearance, as did Xena her elf, Lucy Lawle s, as
Damon's golf partner ("He got a warrior princess,
America!" Mac lamented). This epi ode was a perfect
way to start the eason, hopefully attracting new viewers with its guest stars and holding onto them with
Mac's comedy.
The West Wing-9:00 Wednesday on BC
The Emmy-winning drama took off on the campaign trail after Josiah Bartlet. played by Martin
Sheen, decided to run for a second term after di closing last season that he suffers from multiple sclerosis.
With three of his staffers stuck in Republican Illinois
and continually missing the train, plane, bus home,
U

ome people are forced to fill in back in Wa hington,
namely Rob Lowe. Thi pecial tv.o-hour epi de had
all the contro ersy, intelligence and hard i u that
viewers e :pect "The We t Wing" to take on 'ith a
heaping helping of humor and irony thrO\\'n into the
mix. Simply too much occurred to ummarize, but suffice it to say that the ea on premier; was a winner,
and I canno wait to ee ,mat i going to happen for
the rest of the ea on.
Friends-8:00 Thursdays on BC
Will Rachel choose Joey or Ro s? We waited all
summer for the answer to that que tion, and
now... well, we still don't know.
Tot that I really
expected a clear answer, but the ambiguity at the nd
of the "Friend" eason premiere 'a extreme. Wh n
Monica's father caught her and Chandler making 10 'e
if! th janitor' clo et, I thought we would be in for the
awb 'ard ituation to tell our children about, but Mr.
Gellar ~ent the other direction and began talking
ab~ut the be t po itions to u e in order to conceive.
orry, but embarra sment=funn)~
Father talking
about having ex=stupid. Although it did ha 'e it
moments, uch as when Phoebe declared h r elf the
"puppet-rna ter" of the group and ,'hen Ra hel and
Joey argued about whether or not he actually propo ed,
the entire episode felt like chasing someone who ran
the exact same speed as 'ou did in a really boring circle.
Survivor: Thailand- :00 T ur days on CBS
The adventure game show returns for it fifth
in tallment with 16 new contestants and orne new
rule. Tribe were ele ted by the two olde t conte tants, 'who picked one by one the member they 'anted on their tribe . As u~ ual, the cast i a health ' mix
of likeable people and
ocially-challenged weirdos.
Even in the fir t epi ode, clear di ri ion were forming
within the tribe , which could lead to orne interesting
conflict in the coming we ks.
CSI: Miami-IO:OO Mondays on CBS
The fir t spinoff erie for the hit CB crime drama
star David Caru 0 as the head of a Miami C I team.
I wa a bit worried that thi how would ju t be the
same old "CSI" on a different night. While that' not
nece arily a bad thing, J felt I was going to need omething new to keep me watching. I wa plea ed to find
that while "Miami" is full of tho e "C I" tapI (ieextreme zoom into dead bodies), it manages t.o have a

o",..n 'oice.
Cedric the En ertain PI:1 en :30 on Fo
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HOROSCO'ES
Libra (September 22-0ctober 22): It is about
time to let loose and have a good time with some people that maybe you have not seen in a long time. Just
keep in mind that people change over the years, and
although they may seem different, their feelIngs
towards you have not changed.
Scorpio (October 23-November 21): Something
;s putting you in a strange mood lately, and you are
not your normal, easy-going, fun self. If something is
bothering you, it is okay to talk it out with your
friends. However, if you are going to say that everything i fine, snap out of your funk before you piss
people off.
Sagittarius (November 22-December 21):
About this time every year, you start to get a little bit
antsy and feel like you need a change. However, a big
change might not be what you need. Perhaps changing
up your routine or hanging out with a different group
of friend will be enough to relieve the tedium.
Capricorn (December . 22-January 19): Tho e
random acts of kindness that are not even cIo e to
characteristic have really started to payoff. People are
seeing a kinder side of you. Yet that does not mean
that you should let people take advantage of you.
Sometimes it pays to keep one edge rough.

Aquarius (January 20-February 17): Spastic
much? You have been doing things like sending bills
to the wrong places and forgetting appointments,
which is not entirely unlike you, but it is getting worse.
Maybe you should start writing things down in order
to remember them.
Pisces (February 18-March 19): Sometimes
school seems harder than usual, like nmv. Do not give
up. There are ways to get on top of the game. Spread
out your studying and talk to your professors if you are
having trouble. Just remember that you are not the
only one struggling and there are places to get help.
Aries (March 20-April 19): Things are looking
up, and if you do not think so, trust the Guru .. jt will
happen soon. Keep in mind that only so many good
things can happen before you have to tart helping
them along. If you want your life to turn around, you
have to take action.
Taurus (April 20-May 19): Maybe things ar not
going too bad right now, but they are not going great
either. You feel like you are ort of drifting through
life aimlessly ,vith no nd in sight. If you forget what
you arc working toward , you may also forget to work.
Set some goals. and then things will not seem 0
pointless.

I ' : ASTIDtDI' lUlU

Gemini (May 20-June 20): It is eas), to·feel torn
between two things, e pecially when you care a great
deal about each of them. However, sometimes a decision must be made. Do like Ben Frank1in and make a
pro/con list. What will do the greatest good? What
will be the most .difficult stance to take? Before
action, thoroughly examine your position.
Cancer (June 21-July 21): A new opportunity
might seem great at first, but think about what you are
giving up in order to take it. Dignity? Happiness?
Time? Friendships? Yes, the people in your life try to
be supportive, but you need to ask your elf if what
you are doing is truly worth it.
Leo (July 22-August 22): You have been working
harder lately than usual, but your natural leaning to
taking the easy way out is starting to catch up with
you. Before you decide to cheat on that test or quit
your job, a k yourself if it i really nece sary or-if it is
iu t the way you have alway done things.
Virgo (August 23-September 21): Your body is
rebelling again t you. That troublesome backache,
constant headache, annoying throat phlegm and ore
feet are all due to one thing: stre s. You are always
working on something, and it is time to share the
wealth. Making other people do their jobs is not being
mean.

Coastal Carolina Univers· ty presents ~he 8th Annual

to 2:30 p.
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Two old

en ans e 'ife'

By Alfred Chera\ , a Con a T native, and Er
born and bred on the mean treets of
Dear T 0 Old MenThi i m' fourth year at Coa tal,
and I am adua' ng thi pring. 1,
mom thin that I am mavin h me
once I am thr ugh, but I ha
no
intention of moving bac to Pod un ,
Midw t. But now h tal about it
con tantly, and I thin' that he 1
g ing to b reall r hurt when h find
out that n a,b I do not plan on ta.'ing in M rrtl Bea h for the T t of m
life, but th fino \ 'a ' I'm n 0 ring
ba home. How hould I brea th
new to her?
-Anywhere but Horne 'ard
Bound
Al& d'
w u1d b

orne arm~
do '11 to Cuba, and non oth r tl n
Teddy Roo v It him If \~ nt d rn
to a'e tho
h athen from th
Ii -talkin' paniard. My mod er'
mother, God rest both their oul,
who happ ned to be living up Tanh
at the time, would alway ay that
there wa a rea on they called Tedd r
a "Rough Rider," but eing a ho ~
she said he knew that from th tim
between Teddy' fir t and
cond
wive. I don't ee no cau for controveTS)~

Tho e pani h monkey
rurn- .
bled like the frill lac -wearing is ,_
boy we all know they ~ , and it
ended up that the United tate got
some Godfor aken island somewhere out in the Pacific, a if damn d
Ha aU \'asn't enough. Oh, no, w
Tho
just had to go get mor i land \rith
naked midge running around.
Hell, if we're going to go to war,
we should at least win ome land
that's useful. If w vant more t rritory. we should just go out and g t
Australia. Tho e people fight crooo-
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By Leilani Johnson
staff writer
On Sept. 24, students, professors and community membet:s filled the Wheelwright Auditorium to clap their hands
and snap their fingers to the rhythm of Step Mrika!, a South
Mrican-based performance group.
"It was amazing how good they were," freshman Sarah
Moody said. "I really enjoyed myself."
Step Mrika! not only strives to entertain with stepping,
free-style dancing and light-hearted comedy, but also to talk
about stepping's African roots. The show included everything
from stepping demonstrations to a performance straight out
of a scene from a South African festival. They also called for
volunteers from the audience to go on stage in order to teach
them how to step and play the Mrican drums.
"I thought Step Afrika! did a great job," senior Brian
Johnson said. "I liked how they went back in time to show us
how stepping was originated."
Step Mrika! is a non-profit organization that performs for
80 to 90 schools and universities annually. It was created Dec.
1994.
But what made this event so special is that everyone could
appreciate it from first-timers to frequent step show goers.
"It looked really hard, but they were awesome," said fresh-

man
sy Lynn, who h
The truth is that stepping i becoming more ,\liI.~orea(j.
What once started as an exclusive dance perfolrrr.I~v.
tori cally black Greek-letter organizations ha·s be(:01i_. .~~~
formance appreciated by many.
"} think h's being more accepted among all ethnic grOl1pS
even if it is a traditional African form of dance," SOIDh4::>mlore,a·
Josie Cole said. "I enjoyed it. I thought it was a ,ar""."<"f<>rh • •
representation of the African tradition of dance."
But for those of you who think that stepping is easy, members of Greek organizations beg to differ. In their opinion,
stepping is much more than just making a beat with yoW'
hands and feet.
"Most of our steps have a specific meaning," said Johnson.
"One of our national presidents introduced certain steps from
his traditional Mrican culture that were used to celebrate the
'coming of age. ",
Although stepping is a unique and expressive form of
dance straight out of Africa, it was nonetheless enjoyable for
everyone, African roots or not. The beat, the comedy and
even the history lesson in disgui e made the Step Afrika! performance a memorable one.
Freshman Teria Johnson agreed. "It was entertaining as
well as educational for those who didn't know the history of
stepping or thought they knew."

photos(c1ockwise from left): The female members of Step Afrib! demonstrate
what it meant to pledge a sorority before hazing wa!> outlawed. -photo by Emily
Burchett, staff photographer The troup performs a traditional Afric.:m dance. photo courtesy of Step Afrika! C.CU student take the stage and learn a few moves
of their own. -photo by Emily Burchett, taffphotogrllpher The group dances like
the Zulu tribe. -photo courtesy of Step AfrikLl! 1\\'0 tel' Afrib' member~ attempt
to please their "deitv" while pledging. -photo I!V Emily Burchett, taff photographer

design by Yvonne Shendo

LEITER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Chanticleer Editor,
\'Vill either Hodges or
Sanford commit to helping
save our 120,000 S.C.
teenager that the CDC say
are now u ing tobacco?
Unlesc someone steps. forth
to . help, two-thirds of
them are chedulcd to p nd
their entire life chemically
dependent upon nicotin (a
ub tance at lea t fi 'C tim
more addictive than cocaine)
and one-third (40,000) will
be deprived of 15.3 years of
life?
• Tobacco claimed 5,992
South
Carolinians
in
1999, 2,996 in middle-age,
each an average of 22.5 years
early.
Almost 90% of
them b came addicted while
teens.
With the brain
dopamine pathways of onefourth of our entire adult
population
chemically
dependent upon mandatory
regular nicotine feedings,
how can we expect youth
prevention programs to have
any credibility whatsoever?
Is it fair to expect children to
ignore so man r adult role
models?
We are the onl r remaining state in the nation who e
policies continue elevate the
importance of growing and
producing nicotine (tobacco
farming) over the health,
welfare and lives of our children. Seventy percent of
S.c. smoker indicate that
they want to quit but can't.
Sadly, their government se
the end ale of a 'pecific crop
(tobacco) as being in conflict with pro 'iding high
quality local ces ation clinic
programs, a it has done for
those dependent upon illegal
drug.
Mark Sanford' commercials mention a 100 million
dollar budget shortfall. The
CDC ays that ach year
smoking i co. ting us $855
million in tobacco health
care costs - $142 million in
state Medicaid - and $1.6
billion in annual productivi-

ty los e . The CD al 0 indicate that it will take $62
million a year in order to
implement high quality
statewide nicotine ces ation
and dependency prevention
programs.
icotine
addiction
hould never be looked upon
as a reliable source of re 'enue to fund government. To
do 0 would further in titutionalizc an internal conflict
toward helping a 'e the.n :t
generation of children from a
lifetime of dependenc)'.
Instead the tobacco tax
should be increa ed vdth all
new revenues devoted exclu.sively toward nicotine c ation and prevention programs,
toward ~
offsetting tobacco related
Medicaid expenditures, and
to funding a temporary program to retrain and retool
SC tobacco farmer to transition out of the nicotine
busine s and into
nonaddictive crops.
Our current 7 cents a
pack tax generated $28 million in revenue in 2000, or
$4 million per penny. If the
tax va increased to 75 cen
per pack we should c..\'l'ect to
ee a substantial decline in
o 'erall annual sale - a good
factor - but, sadly, we hould
still realize new income of
over $200 million a rear.
I'm curiou ,would ither
Hodge or Sanford upport
rai ing the tobacco tax to 75
cents p r pack and p rmanentl. r devoting 30% to th
e tabJi hment of tatewid
ce sat ion and prevention
programs,
permanentl,
d voting 60% of all new re 'enues toward our health care
budget,
and temporarl'
devoting 10% toward helping retrain and Ii t I tho e
tobacco farm "TS who fully
c mmit to getting out of th ,.
nicotin busine s?

-John R. Polito
Nicotine Cessation
Instructor

THINGS \ 'OU DIDN'T E\EN KNO'" YOU \VFRE THINKING ABOUT
I have a question for aU you out there reading
thi : Doe an 'one recall that Jaw about ped
an
having the right-of-way? Of course. 'e all may hay
heard of it at orne point or another, bu ho 'man.ob erve it all th tim? For tho e f r U who ju t
can't eem to J te it 1n . 'our brain, it exi ts. And
crooften ther ali reminder of thi law, uch
walks, sign and oh .,reah ... people em ing the road,
or in m ' ca standing on th idC\ 'alk and waiting.
As a \ 'ork- tud' tud lt at th
tudent
Coun_eling ent r, (am \Talking ba k and forth
ben 'een cla e and \ ork through u 111 da j and I
g t there b...: walking, having to
Urn 'ersity
Bl rd.
o '... wh n you com into Coastal in the morning for tho "'art' das es that none 0 u can
m
to escape, y""ah, it' arl): But i it 0 arl ~ and a
ou so out of it, that tho n n gIi en etA d trian
ero sing" ign on Univer ity Blvd. just seem to fad
into the ba ground? Because J t I he d, we d n'
have any radioacti pine tre that "ould cau
n
to 0 rerlook th ali rementioned i
. Bu just'n
ca e I'm wrong, th re' another hint for Y' u.
As 'uming that everyone is 100 .ng ft rward rh n
the:'re driving, I don't think an I e hould mi
one. It' the hug white lines, forming a ro
painted on th road.
Th i ue at hand i n't olel n gI cting to . d
to pedestrian .
peeding pia r a larg part f it as
"ell. Once you actually get into campu, "ve left
the days of peed bump in the dust and installed
speed mountain range , serving a peed bum and
Correct m if I'm wrong. ut
sidewalks in one.
never have I known anyone who finds the ound of
metal craping concrete to b music to th if ears. F r
this reason, and the imple fact that flooring it over
Coastal' mountain range can
1y dama your
car, people eem to driv a bi more cautiou I ' n
campus.
As we return to the etting 0 Uni r rsity Blvd.
however, p ed eems to become a figm nt of dri ers'imaginations. Often, I've noticed that t
main
rea on wh peopl slow down i
a campu

I

-Anne-Marie D' nofrio
taffwriter

LEITER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
I am dumb unded that y u
continu to upport the column
"Sex on the Bach" in thi publicatioI'. fu:e the e really the
moral that
a tal
rolin
Uni ersi ' tand for? I am not
going to 'wa te m ,time Titing a
mi 51v about all that i
Tong
\ rith thi becau
obviou 1)' it
w uld b meaningle to th person re ponsible for i publication. You already kno v that it i
iu ,t plain wrong.
I just want you to know that
at least one person ee it this

wa. Ho'
hi fit
into your
ion a a
Univer it)'?
Ju t in ca th Pf Ident or
Pro '0 t aren't familiar with
r cent editi n I have in Iud d a
~ "e
rp b 10 '.
"But rhiJe h 'a enjo, ring a
hand j b, h a ~ d m to i
rn ' finger in hi r etal ca 'it . I
did i~ but it "as kind 0 w ird."
"Let him know that your 10
. driv and inabilit, to g t
arou d has nothing to do with
him, that it i .mpJ r your ovvn
anxiety over unplanned concep-

I

tri

-Bill R
arle on

t

I would
first like to welcome our new additions to your Student Government
Association Executive Board. Mr
Taurean Davis, Miss Allison Byrd,
SGA PREsIDENT
and Mr. Drew Bird were appointed
BRIAN NUNEZ
to peaker Pro-Tempore, Director
of
Communications,
and
Parliamentarian respectively. In addition, I would
like to congratulate our newl T elected class officers;
ick Morona, Lyman Dawkins III, Nina Tuttle,
Kristin Kiernan, Jason Whaley, Elizabeth Dukes,
Chris Stout and Jatana Brown.
Your SGA is working hard for you. We are currently exploring the possibilities of bringing a spirit rock on campus to build chool ' spirit.
Furthermore, we are working to fulfill your requests
to provide a more tudent-friendly game room in
our Student Center. I would like to encourage the
student h dy to get in 'olved in all that Coastal provi es. I feel that the benefit campus involvement
allow one to acquire lifelong skills, build new
friendships and most importantly, make your college experience more enjoyable. Please take the
opportunity to make the most of your college experience. Until next time, GO CHANTS!

'rhu're going to die one da ~ Sorry, but that's ju t the
way it is. But thankfully we're living in the futur; now, the
fabled 21 st Century. and a prominent British scienc' publication is looking to help one lucky reader e ~lpe death's
icy grasp.
New Scientist magazine, a leading British scientific publication, ha announced a new contest. Readers are asked
to explain in 50 words or less why they would either want
to be cryogenically frozen or be able to see the universe as
it exists today. The winner of the contest will have a choice
of prizes: spending a week in Hawaii and viewing the stars
through the world's highest telescope, or being frozen after
death.
That's right. You could b Walt Disney's new suitemate.
When the winner dies, he or she will be ayonically preserved in liquid nitrogen. The winner will be stored at a
temperature of -196 C, where physical decay of the body
stops. The winner will remain in this state until such a
point in the future when technology allows for him or her
to be brought back to life.
Or, if the freezing cold isn't your thing, there's the trip
to Hawaii.
Now, if the future's as funny as "Futurama" would have
me believe, then the cryo-freeze is the prize of a lifetime.
But let's be realistic. How easy do you think it would be to
reintegrate yourself into society hundreds of years from
now? I know people who have a hard enough time adjusting from one day to the ne..xt:.
Technology is nowhere near being able to resurrect the

dead yet, and by the time it i chances are good th~t all of
your family and friends would be long gone. Life vould be
like going to a big party where TOU don't know anyone and
vou can't leave.
. Then there's the tecimology i. sue. After being brought
out of cryogenic suspension, it would probably take the
duration of your "second life" just to learn how to function
on a day to day basis. Remember that contraption on "The
Jet')ons" that would bmsh George's teeth, comb his hair, put
his clothes on for him and deposit him at his kitchen table?
Ho v hard do rou think it' going to be to learn h ~v to u e
that thing? And you think it's tough to program your
.
VCR.
.
And let's not forget the endle s wars with robots and
alien species bent on destroying our human way of life. Do
you really want to live through all that nonsense? Trust me,
when the lasers start blazing, you're going to wish you had
just gone with the tropical vacation.
Of course, the whole dying and being brought back to
life is ue raises another question: what happens to _'our
soul? Assuming your oul checks out when you do, departing for whatever promised land ...:ou believe in, then thcorcticallyyou'U be revived without it. You'll be nothing more
than a husk of a person, walking around through a strange
and savage world with no one to tum to.
I mean, maybe that's your kind of thing. But I think I'd
cash in my chips, take the Hawaiian getaway, go to the
beach and do orne stargazing.
-Brian Martin

a i Ul1lt editor
o

e e ra ton9 a.m.

p.m.

ot nda (University
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One plac ano one time where as a graouating _'nior
ou can 9 t ansl1)er to all your graouation que lions.
umni Affairs, 349 AlliM (2586).
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Three Former Big South Players Allocated To
NBDLTeams
CHARLOTIE, N.C.-Three former Big South men' ba ketball player have
been allocated to three different teams in the NBDL. U C Asheville graduate Jo h
Pittman was picked up by the Asheville Altitude, Radford ce~ter Ryan CharIe was
all<><;ated to the Roan?ke Dazzle and Winthrop standout Greg Le\\is join the
GreenviIIe Groove.
Pittman, who played at UNC Asheville from 1994 to 199 ,wa a four-year letterwinner for the Bulldogs. The Win ton- alem, N.C. native 'a the Big outh
Player of the Year for two con ecutive year (1996-97 and 1997-98), and remain
only the econd player in Big South hi tory to earn the PIa 'er of the Year award
multiple times. Aver atile player, ho played both a a gua'hl and fon\'ard for
UNCA, Pittman was named First Team All-Conference twice and wa AlITouman1ent once. He wa al 0 named Big outh Player of the We k four time during his career.
Charle was a standout center for Radford from 1996 to 2000. Hamp red b r
injuries for much of his collegiate career, he garnered a econd Team AlI-Conferen
award in the 1998-99 season and \Va Fir t Team AlI- onference in 1999-2000. The
Midlothian, Va. native also wa.') named to the All-Tournament Team in 199 for
helping Radford to it first Big South title. Charles wa al 0 named to the Big outh
All-Academic Team in 1999-00.
Le\\r]s finished his career at VVinthrop la °t season, helping the Eagle to their
fourth straight Big South title. A forward from Akron, Ohio, Lewis played for
Winthrop from 1999-2002. A transfer from Howard College, Lewis was th fifth
player in Big 'outh history to be named Big outh Tournament MVP t\ rice, claiming the award in 2000 and 2002. He was la't ea on' Big outh PIa ref of the Year,
and was named First Team All-Conference twice (1999-00 and 200 I -02). idelined
during thc 2000-01 eason du to injur)~ LC\\r] ,va named Big outh Player of the
Week three times during his carcer. He will join former Radford pIa er and Big
South Player of the Year Jason William on the Groove.

Coastal Men Ranked 23rd In The ation By
SoccerAmerica. com; Sixth In Region By NSCAA
CONWAY, SC-Coastal Carolina University men' oc er team,' ho hold a 70-1 mark so far on the season, is now currently 23rd in the nation by
SoccerAmerica.com and sb..1.h in the South Region by the SCAA.
The Chants are coming off a thrilling, 2-1 overtime win over then-23rd ranked
Kentucky, and a 4-1 victory over Marshall at this past weekend's Kentucky
Traditional Bank Invitational.

Ngwenya Named Men's Soccer Player Of The
Week
CHARLOTIE, N.C.-Joseph Ngwenya was named Big South Men's Soccer
Player of the Week for the second time this season.
Ngwenya was named MVP of the Kentucky Traditional Bank Invitational on
the strength of two goals and two assists in the 4-1 win over Marshall. He leads the
team in scoring (23 points) and is second in goals scored (8). Ngwenya is now tied

h

c

fer e

c e

e

for ninth all-tim at Coa tal in goal cored (26) and ninth in
Each Monday during the ea on, the Big outh Confi en
men' soccer report on www.big outhsports. om. The Wingat
'ill all b 1i tured in-th rep rt.
Week, League note ,re uJ and upcomin match

U CNs Sigurdardottir, Coa tal's Hamp on Earn
Weekly olleybaU Honor

The Pontiac-GMC 3-0 -3 Ba ketball
Return

hall n
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In.side 1001< a t

ccu
By Josh Hoke
staff writer

-photo by Emily Burchett/staff photographer
CCU football players react as the ball comes down during Saturday's crimmage.

It's early October and we've been here since
Augu t 15. As a football team we've come a long
way. As human beings mo t of us have probably
come farther. The Coastal Carolina football
team, currently carrying an underclassmenladen 92 players, has come a long way. I'm a
member of that team, so I should know. But
there is still a lot of work to do if we want to
compete right away - something most would
consider impossible. We scrimmaged for the
third time September 28. As in the previous two
inter-squad scrimmages, there were some po itives and some negatives. We scrimmaged at
Carolina Forest, where we do a lot of practicing
these days. For some, including myself, the start
time was new. We began the scrimmage about
12:20. Most of us had never put on the pads
that early and played in a highly competitive
atmosphere. Offensively, we are starting to put
the pieces together although the teal jerseys

have struggled up to this point. That's not a surprise. It always eems to take an offense longer
to get on the same page than it does the defense.
On most days, the defense, led by CataM:.
transfer Maurice Simpkins, has it way with the
offense. But when the offense finally gets working on the same page, watch out. T.:1ilbacks Pat
Hall and Aundres Perkins have shown promise.
On the outside are some peedy, although small,
wide receivers that po e s a ton of athleticism.
Our quarterbacks have ton. of potentia] and will
begin to show more consistency when the r grasp
th offense. It eems a if we have made a ucce sful tran ition to co)]ege football. It isn't anything like the game was in high school. The playbooks are bigger. The game L faster. The port is
overall more demanding of your time. That was
a tough transition. Now that we've all made it
through the first month or 0, we'll be fine. And
hopefully that means we Will only get better
between now and the opener on September 6,
2003.
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Di Silent C rocking the tun1tables with his arsenal of hip-hop, r&b,
old school, techno and breaks. Don' miss the party inside!

( :
j
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j
])
Our live band, The Necessary Brotllers, will be rocking MyrIIe Beachls
only 3 sto~ oceanfront party deck! The ~ place_ ~ chill on.the beach!
GAMES AND TOURNAMENIS STARr AT 1 0:00PM SHARP
so GET HERE EARLYTO ENSURE ENTRY' INTO 1HESE
EVENfS! DONT MISS THE EXaTMENT lHAT GOES
ON EAOt WEEK AS mE GAMES ARE ALWAYS otANGING

COME AND JOIN us EVERYmURSDAY NIGHr FOR mE
BIGGEST COUEGE PARrY IN MYRrLE BEAOt! EVERYWEEK
mERE IS SOME'IHING NEW GOING ON. YOU DON'T
WANT TO MISS our ON THE EVENT EVERYONE IS TALKING
ABOUL... ''CO' ' EGF NIGIII'I AT MontER FLETOIERS!

18 to dip 21 to sip wI a valid I.D. Located on 8th Ave N. and Ocean Blvd. Doors open at 9pm
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